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We show that the conventional power law of the inverse of the particle number (N−1) for ex-
trapolation of total energies into the thermodynamic limit does not reproduce the Gell-Mann and
Brueckner results for the three-dimensional high density electron gas, even when system sizes of
N ∼ 2000 electrons are used. Instead, a power law of N−1/3 fits the data beyond 1000 electrons,
which has also been found by other authors. The N−1/3 power law also appears to fit data from
other densities better than N−1. To explain this observation, we develop a novel analysis of the
low-G components of the wavefunction, and show they are not well-sampled enough, even at high
electron numbers, to yield a straight-forward N−1 convergence to the thermodynamic limit (TDL).
We show that, for most practical calculations, the TDL correlation energy lies between the extrapo-
lation from N−1 and the extrapolation from N−1/3. Furthermore, the energy extrapolation from an
N−1/3 power law tends to either increase or decrease with increasing system size, but when energies
increase is an indication that N−1 can effectively be used for extrapolation.
Introduction:- Coupled cluster theory, with its bal-
ance of cost and accuracy in treating electronic struc-
ture, has recently been highlighted for its ability to ac-
curately determine defect energies [1], calculate energy
differences between spin states [2] and phases [3], iden-
tify plasmons [4], calculate optical gaps [5], and describe
the interactions between water and graphene [6]. Each of
these has required a degree of detail in the wavefunction
or a correlation energy calculation (Ecorr = Etotal−EHF).
Based on these initial applications, coupled cluster could
transform materials design. Since coupled cluster calcu-
lations are normally performed in a supercell, energies
and properties need to be carefully extrapolated to the
thermodynamic, or infinite-size, limit [7–10]. There is,
therefore, a critical need to understand the exact way in
which the correlation energy approaches the thermody-
namic limit, in terms of a limiting power law. As there
is some significant disagreement in the modern literature
about what form the power law ought to take, [7–10]
practitioners can be uncertain over the accuracy of ex-
trapolated energies. This is important to resolve, as cou-
pled cluster theory should reproduce appropriate conver-
gence to the thermodynamic limit for a range of simple
systems. The rationale for this is that the random phase
approximation (RPA), an infinite-order resummation of
ring diagrams, is sufficient to reproduce the long-range
pair correlation function [10, 11] and that coupled clus-
ter theory contains the appropriate diagrams to do the
same [12–15].
In order to make progress towards resolving this de-
bate, we set out to find the exact asymptotic power law
obeyed by the correlation energy. Our initial analysis
takes advantage of the fact that the random phase ap-
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proximation (RPA) is exact in the high-density limit of
the uniform electron gas [16, 17] and that, therefore,
finite-sized coupled cluster doubles (CCD) calculations
will be exact at small N [13, 14, 18]. We therefore
performed CCD calculations of up to N = 2042 with
twist averaging. We found that an N−1/3, instead of
a N−1, power law reproduces the exact thermodynamic
limit. This is significant, because there are a growing
number of studies that have generally taken N−1 as the
correct power law for the coupled cluster correlation en-
ergy [2, 6, 14, 19] (inspired by a similar extrapolation for
the total energy).
Since our findings were unexpected, we turned to ana-
lytically modelling the long-range part of the wavefunc-
tion, which gives rise to finite-size effects. We found that
the there is a cross-over between the effectiveness using
an N−1/3 power law extrapolation and an N−1 power law
extrapolation: the way in which the extrapolated ener-
gies from the N−1/3 power law behave with increasing
system size determines which power law is most effec-
tive. We here compare our findings with recent reports
of various power laws in the approximate ab initio cal-
culations of solids [7, 19–22] and discuss the implications
of our work for practice.
Coupled cluster doubles on the uniform electron
gas:- We follow methods and procedures outlined more
thoroughly elsewhere [14, 18, 23]; however, for the benefit
of the reader, we will highlight some key methodological
details here. Coupled cluster theory uses an exponential
ansatz for the wavefunction: Ψ = eTΨHF.
This formulation yields self-consistent equations for
the individual elements tijab of the operator T , and an
expression for the correlation energy Ecorr ≡ Etotal−EHF
as follows:
Ecorr =
1
4
∑
ijab
tijabv¯ijab (1)
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2where v¯ijab are antisymmetrized four-index electron re-
pulsion integrals. Here, i and j refer to occupied orbitals,
and a and b refer to virtual orbitals over some finite basis
set. This energy expression is related to the transition
structure factor recently coined by Gru¨neis and cowork-
ers, SG =
∑′
ijab(2tijab−tjiab), where the prime indicates
that the sum is only taken over excitations that are re-
lated by the momentum transfer G [6, 19, 24].
In the electron gas, all orbitals are plane waves: φj ∝
exp(ikj · r), where kj is a vector of the momentum quan-
tum numbers in 3D, r is the electron coordinate, and
i =
√−1. A simple cubic three-dimensional box is used
with electron numbers which correspond to closed-shell
configurations at the Γ-point. We use the Ewald in-
teraction (per convention) for calculations with periodic
boundary conditions. This gives rise to matrix elements
vijab (electron repulsion integrals) that take the familiar
form 1/G2, where G is the magnitude of the momen-
tum transfer during the i,j to a,b excitation, provided
the excitation is allowed by momentum conservation (i.e.,
ka − ki = kj − kb = G). We explicitly calculate and in-
clude a Madelung term, vM in our calculations [25]. For
example, at a Wigner-Seitz radius rs = 1.0 and N = 14,
vM = 0.7303 [26]. A finite basis set for coupled cluster
calculations is defined by the M orbitals that lie inside a
kinetic energy cutoff Ecut,m =
1
2k
2
cut.
The Hartree–Fock eigenvalues for the occupied and vir-
tual orbitals are, following our previous work [23]:
p =
{
1
2k
2
p −
∑
j∈occ
p 6=j
vpj − vM , p ∈ occ
1
2k
2
p −
∑
j∈occ vpj , p ∈ virt.
(2)
In these equations 12k
2
p is the kinetic energy of an elec-
tron in orbital p and vpj is the exchange energy between
orbitals p and j. We note that the occupied orbitals are
each lowered in energy by vM , the Madelung constant.
This represents the exchange interaction of an electron
with itself. In the thermodynamic limit, vM → 0.
We now detail two recent developments which allow us
to undertake this study. The first improves the speed of
twist averaging for CCD. This development, referred to
as connectivity twist averaging, identifies a special twist
angle (which depends on the electron number N and the
basis set size M) that allows for a single CCD calcula-
tion to closely approximate (within 1 mHa/el) the twist-
averaged CCD energy—reducing the number of CCD cal-
culations that need to be run by a factor of 100 [27]. The
second is the ability to extrapolate to the complete basis
set and thermodynamic limits independently from one
another [28], which we further adapt here.
Connectivity twist averaging:- Twist averaging is
employed to reduce the fluctuations in the energy with
respect to system size on converging to the thermody-
namic limit [6, 9, 19, 29–35]. In general, this amounts to
offsetting the grid of momenta by applying a twist angle,
ks, to each orbital such that: φj ∝ exp(i(kj − ks) · r),
and then averaging the correlation energy over all twists
angles such that:
〈Ecorr〉ks =
1
Ns
Ns∑
t=1
Ecorr(kst) (3)
where Ns is the number of twist angles used in the twist
averaging. Instead of calculating this costly sum ex-
plicitly, we instead use the connectivity twist averag-
ing scheme. This method estimates a single twist an-
gle for each calculation that has the same energy as the
twist-averaged energy, allowing us to compute the twist-
averaged energy using only one calculation [27]. The
connectivity twist averaging scheme reduces the compu-
tational cost by a factor of approximately Ns, which is
vital for our work here.
Removing basis set error:- Running calculations
in a finite basis set of M orbitals incurs an error referred
to as basis set incompleteness error. Previous work has
shown that, for a three-dimensional solid, this error de-
cays as 1/M as M → ∞ [18, 28, 36, 37]. In general, to
study convergence to the thermodynamic limit, we must
first eliminate basis set incompleteness error for each elec-
tron number N; then, we must find the way that these
energies asymptote as N →∞. Performing this extrapo-
lation in both M and N by brute force is impractical. We
instead derive a correction for basis set incompleteness
error that we may apply before analyzing convergence to
the thermodynamic limit. Full technical details of this
procedure are given in the Supplemental Material and
summarized below.
Following Shepherd and Gru¨neis [14, 28], we use a
fixed ratio between the energy cutoff for the virtual and
occupied space for the correlated calculation: fcut =
Ecut,M/Ecut,N . This ratio is set to be consistent across
a set of calculations that share the same density, but dif-
fer in electron number N . Then, a correction is derived
from a smaller electron number (here, N = 186) extrap-
olated to the complete basis set limit, assuming the inde-
pendence of the complete basis set and thermodynamic
limits.
Numerical comparison to exact results support
an N−1/3 power law:- Figure 1 shows the finite-size
error for two different densities over a range of electron
numbers. To isolate the finite-size error, the difference
between the complete basis set, finite-N CCD energy
and the exact thermodynamic limit energy was taken.
For rs = 0.01 and 0.1, RPA energies [17] first derived by
Gellmann and Brueckner are known to be exact [16], and
CCD can be expected to reproduce these numbers. The
rs = 0.01 calculations required us to use a minimal basis
(fcut=
√
2) to be able to afford calculations with larger
electron numbers. The remainder used a larger basis set
(fcut= 4), which afforded a better residual basis set in-
completeness error after correction. Since we are trying
to confirm which power law predominates in the large N
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Figure 1. Finite size errors for rs = 0.01 and 0.1. The electron
number ranges for each data set are N = 114 to N = 2042 for
rs = 0.01 and N = 114 to N = 730 for rs = 0.1. The dashed
line represent free fit exponents (i.e., α in Nα) of −0.36(5)
and −0.39(3) for rs = 0.01 and rs = 0.1, respectively.
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Figure 2. A wide range of rs values have correlation energy
convergence to the thermodynamic limit (TDL) which can be
fit to Ecorr = ETDL + FN
−1/3. In the left panel, we plot
(Ecorr − ETDL)/F . The black line is (Ecorr − ETDL)/F =
N−1/3. Different rs values converge at different rates, but
settle down to an N−1/3 trend at large values of N . In the
right panel, the same analysis is shown for N−1.
limit, we plot the data on a log-log scale. Free power
law fits to this data yielded exponents of −0.36(5) and
−0.39(3), which are in reasonably good agreement to a
conjectured N−1/3 asymptote [7, 8].
Figure 2 compares correlation energy extrapolations
for both power laws, N−1/3 and N−1, for a wide range
of rs. These data support using an N
−1/3 power law.
Furthermore, this figure shows the broad applicability of
this power law, since it is remarkably consistent between
the low- and high-density limits. Another surprise is that
the onset of the power law does not change substantially
with changing rs over the range of common metal den-
sities. In general, we find that reliable extrapolations
(i.e., where the error is < 1 mHa/el) can be found using
calculations of N ' 54 for 5.0 < rs < 20.0, although
this rises sharply with falling rs (e.g., N > 300 electrons
for rs = 1). For completeness, the full thermodynamic
limit data we collected can be found in the Supplemental
Material, where we further compare the N−1 and N−1/3
extrapolations.
Analysis of the transition structure factor
shows a cross-over between N−1/3 and N−1:- We
have now shown a significant quantity of numerical data
to support an asymptotic N−1/3 power law in the ther-
modynamic limit which should reasonably extend to the
total energy in other wavefunction methods; however,
our findings are at odds with a considerable body of
literature and analysis which support an N−1 power
law [2, 8–11, 14, 25, 29, 38–49]. If this slow asymp-
totic convergence is true exclusively for coupled cluster
theory, it represents a significant challenge for applying
this method to real solids; on the other hand, if it ap-
plies for all correlation energy calculations, it is a prob-
lem for a wide range of previous calculations that use
an N−1 extrapolation. In order to explain this seem-
ing contradiction, we need to analyze a property of the
coupled cluster wavefunction called the transition struc-
ture factor, which was recently introduced by Gru¨neis
and coworkers [6, 19, 24]. The transition structure factor
SG is defined by re-writing the correlation energy ex-
pression as: Ecorr =
1
4
∑
G tijabvijab =
∑
G SGVG, where
VG is the electron repulsion integral; both SG and VG are
Fourier components labelled with a momentum G. In the
SG→0 = 0 limit, SG ∼ G2 can be shown to give rise to the
N−1 relationship derived in the literature [11, 48, 50]. In
our penultimate section we explain the relationship be-
tween SG and the true ground-state wavefunction.
In order to analyze how the N−1/3 power law emerges
and crosses over to N−1, we start with fitting a functional
form for SG. A convenient form of the function is:
SG ∝ 1
(G2 + λ2)4
G2. (4)
Our inspiration for this fit is that it comes from a screened
potential, v˜ = e−λr [51], and includes a G2 term from the
sums over the occupied manifold at small G [50]. This
functional form fits the numerically-determined structure
factor for the UEG. If the smallest G present in the cal-
culation is given by G′, then F (G′) =
∫ G′
0
SGVGG
2dG
(where the factor G2 comes from the G-space volume el-
ement in 3D) gives the finite-size error in the correlation
energy. Since G′ = 2piL ∝ N−1/3, the G′ derivative of
F (G′) gives the slope of the convergence into the TDL if
a N−1/3 power law is assumed. The remaining FSE after
extrapolation is:
F (G′)−G′ d
dG′
F (G′). (5)
An analogous expression can be evaluated for an extrap-
olation based on G3 ∝ N−1.
Figure 3 shows the results of this analysis, taking λ = 1
(and ignoring energy prefactors for simplicity, yielding
4arbitary units). Two regimes can be seen on either side
of the minimum in S(G′). For G′ values to the right of
the minimum (i.e., when the system size is small), the
N−1/3 extrapolation falls with increasing N , and reaches
the thermodynamic limit more quickly than the N−1 ex-
trapolation. However, as G′ decreases and the system
size gets larger, the N−1/3 extrapolation eventually over-
shoots the true thermodynamic limit. For G′ to the left
of the minimum (i.e., when the system size is large), the
N−1 extrapolation becomes closer to the thermodynamic
limit, and the N−1/3 extrapolation rises with increasing
N . Although N−1 is clearly the correct extrapolation, at
large G′, it gives larger errors than the N−1/3 extrapola-
tion. The way in which the N−1/3 extrapolation behaves
with increasing N tells us which regime we are in. If
the prediction from the N−1/3 extrapolation decreases
with increasing N , we are a long way off the true N−1
asymptote, and N−1/3 extrapolation gives the best re-
sult; however, if the N−1/3 extrapolation increases with
increasing N , then the N−1 extrapolation gives the best
result.
Practical consequences for calculations:- These
analytical results can also be seen in our real extrap-
olation data, shown in Fig. 4. In both rs = 0.1 and
rs = 5.0, the N
−1/3 extrapolated result first falls, and
then rises again.This shows remarkable visual agreement
with Fig. 3.
To evaluate the transferability of this model to real
calculations, we found the G (and thus the N) corre-
sponding to the minimum in the transition structure fac-
tor (and thus the cross-over point from the N−1/3 regime
to the N−1 regime) for each density. For metallic densi-
ties between rs = 5.0 and rs = 20.0, the minimum was
found at N = 100, and the onset of the best N−1 behav-
iors required calculations using 150 < N < 250. We can
use these electron number ranges to transfer these pre-
dictions to real metals. For example, with a lithium unit
cell, which is an s-block metal and thus a close analog to
the UEG, we would expect to need k-point meshes finer
than 5×5×5 for an N−1 extrapolation. Coarser meshes,
such as 2 × 2 × 2 to 3 × 3 × 3, are better extrapolated
with an N−1/3 power law.
Relationship to the true ground-state
wavefunction:- The coupled cluster amplitudes,
tijab, are related to the true wavefunction: When
coupled cluster theory is exact, these are the coeffi-
cients in the intermediate-normalized full configuration
interaction (FCI) wavefunction, i.e. tijab → cijab
where cijab = 〈Ψ|aˆ†aaˆ†baˆiaˆj |ΨHF〉; aˆ are creation and
annihilation operators and ΨHF is the Hartree–Fock
(HF) wavefunction. The relationship tijab = cijab is
valid in the high density limit; we believe it is good
enough to discuss thermodynamic limit and basis set
extrapolations for all densities. Thus, the transition
structure factor is a property (albeit non-observable) of
the exact ground-state wavefunction that is a subset of
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Figure 3. An analytical model for the transition structure
factor is used to derive finite-size effects remaining after ex-
trapolation to the thermodynamic limit (TDL), in order to
compare the effectiveness of N−1/3 and N−1 extrapolations.
The minimum in the transition structure factor (shown with
the green line), serves as a cross-over point that indicates
which power law gives a better TDL extrapolation. Symbolic
manipulations were performed in Mathematica [52]
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Figure 4. Data from rs = 0.1 and rs = 5.0 are extrapolated
to the thermodynamic limit. For each N , data in the extrap-
olated curve (labelled with the power-law) is derived from
considering the previous 5 points. Colors match Fig. 3.
the transition density matrix between the HF wavefunc-
tion and the FCI wavefunction. As such, this property
governs convergence behaviors in every high-accuracy
post-mean-field method.
In a further similarity between FCI and coupled cluster
theory, the physical limit of SG→0 = 0 means that there
is no vG→0 contribution to the energy, i.e., that the HF
Madelung constant does not affect the correlation energy.
This suggests a different route toward calculating a cor-
rection that would help the convergence of the correlation
energy; we believe that a Madelung-like approach could
be successful in remedying the error in the correlation
energy where an SG→0 term is included in truncations of
SG.
Concluding remarks:- In summary, we have per-
formed coupled cluster calculations on the high-density
uniform electron gas with the intent to derive the power
law governing the convergence of energies to the TDL.
This was motivated by a recent dilemma that has arisen
in the literature around whether an N−1/3 or an N−1
power law matches convergence of the correlation en-
5ergy to the thermodynamic limit. By developing and
applying a correction for basis set incompleteness er-
ror, complete-basis-set-corrected twist-averaged correla-
tion energies show a clear N−1/3 trend in their conver-
gence to the thermodynamic limit. These results and the-
oretical observations support recent literature that has
shown that this power law is obeyed for insulators and
semiconductors treated in (finite) periodic Gaussian ba-
sis sets [7] and the spin-polarized gas [8]. However, when
we examined the transition structure factor for the UEG,
we found that our calculations were distant from the N−1
asymptote, even at the large system sizes we were able
to reach. We showed analytically that the observation of
N−1/3 is a result of using too small an electron number
to resolve the minimum in the transition structure fac-
tor (in other words, insufficiently small G to show the
appropriate screening in the interaction), and that the
power law reverts to a N−1 behavior at large N . The
observation of an N−1/3 power law behavior is related
to a property derived from the ground-state wavefunc-
tion in intermediate normalization and means that this
result should generalize to correlation energy calculations
across a broad range of methods.
We believe this conclusively explains recent observa-
tions related to N−1/3 power laws [7], placing them in
the context of the general expectation that correlation en-
ergies, as a component of the total energy, would follow
an N−1 power law [2, 8–11, 14, 25, 29, 38–49], (although
N−2/3 can also be proposed based on the exchange en-
ergy [9, 41]). There are, of course, more sophisticated
methods to make corrections or models for how the to-
tal energy approaches the thermodynamic limit beyond
extrapolation [9–11, 25, 38–40, 42, 44, 45, 48]. We argue
that our work is important even in the context of these
approaches, as it shows that coupled cluster theory has
the same power law dependence at the doubles level as
these other wavefunction methods.
We also discussed that the N−1/3 extrapolation proves
to be a powerful predictive tool for whether an N−1 ex-
trapolation would be valid in the absence of analyzing
the transition structure factor directly. This is signifi-
cant, because there are a large number of people now
trying to use coupled cluster theory for materials de-
sign [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 20–22, 24, 53–59]. Finally, we believe
this is the first attempt to derive such a simple power law
for the energy prior to the N−1 asymptote that also sig-
nals which extrapolation regime is being simulated, and
that this general observation is useful well beyond just
the coupled cluster correlation energy.
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